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Abstract

A variety of online social networking (OSNs) services facilitates users to
share a huge amount of their personal information such as photos. On the
other hand, users may unintentionally reveal their photos to other audiences.
Therefore, users of OSNs strive to protect their photos with existing pri-
vacy management mechanisms. Moreover, users need adequate feedback to
understand their privacy preferences in photo sharing services. In this paper,
the authors present a new visualization mechanism called Visual Privacy
Management Policy (VPMP) in order to simplify the configuring privacy
settings when users of OSNs share their photos with others. Also, this
solution aims to address the shortcomings of privacy settings policies of
photo sharing in OSNs. Furthermore, the solution employs a social graph
and circles for visualizing when, where, how and with whom users will
share their photos. So, this solution provides users a comprehensible and
effective way to determine their privacy settings. The authors evaluate the
visual privacy management policy (VPMP) for photo sharing with a user
study that compared our solution with the user interface of photo-sharing
on Facebook. The obtained findings provide quantitative evidence regarding
the applicability of VPMP in terms of usability and privacy protection.
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1 Introduction

Recently, many online social networking websites provide photo sharing
features that offer users options to upload and share their photos with an
assortment of people. For instance, Facebook is the largest online social
network for photo sharing on the internet with more than 300 million photos
uploaded to Facebook daily [1]. This is an indication of the importance of
investigation of photo-sharing service and related issues such as the leakage
of private information. Consequently, there is an imperative need for effective
privacy mechanisms to protect the personal information associated with these
photos [2, 3]. Therefore, the OSNs provide users options to manage manually
their information disclosure when they share or tag their photos. But these
options have some limitations, such as the ability of users is limited to control
the flow of their personal information [4, 5]. In fact, this limitation is caused
by three reasons: (1) inadequate feedbacks, (2) misunderstanding the large
and complicated set of privacy settings, and (3) the lack of understanding of
the implications of their privacy preferences.

Several studies [6–10] have examined privacy problems existing with
photo-sharing service in OSNs and they mentioned that the lack of usability
of privacy settings is one of the main issues that need to be solved. In order
to overcome this problem or mitigate it as well as increase the awareness of
users, the OSN designers struggle for developing user-friendly photo-sharing
features.

To sum up, the authors believe that understanding the user’s needs and
concerns is the first step to develop effective and usable privacy management
mechanisms for photo-sharing service in OSNs. Since most of the privacy
management mechanisms have been developed to facilitate manually the
users’ privacy preferences, therefore these mechanisms should be easy to
use and meet user satisfaction [11]. Hence, one of the most significant goals
of usable security is making the system behaviors and implications of the
user’s actions visible. So, usability is one of the most important and powerful
aspects of managing privacy settings effectively. In order to achieve this goal,
the authors have merged the visualization techniques into privacy and security
management policies.

In this paper, our goal is to improve the privacy management for photo
sharing on OSNs. For that, the authors have introduced a novel privacy man-
agement mechanism in order to help users determine their privacy preferences
easily and increase the awareness of the implications of their privacy prefer-
ences when users share their uploaded photos with others. Our mechanism
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depends on visualization representations including a social graph to represent
friends and circles to represent privacy settings. These settings are utilized to
specify share with, who can tag, redistribute, set the location, set the time,
and determine where and when to share photos. In addition, this mechanism
provides users visual feedbacks to understand their actions. Moreover, the
authors focus on incorporating the usability considerations with privacy set-
tings management to help the user to understand the implications of privacy
preferences.

In this paper, the authors first summarize related work in photo sharing
and visualization of security and privacy in OSNs. The authors then describe
the design of the Visual Privacy Management Policy (VPMP) in detail. The
authors also discuss the evaluation of the VPMP, including the user study.
Finally, the authors conclude the main findings and future trends.

2 Related Work

2.1 Privacy of Photo Sharing

Content sharing is one of the most important services provided by OSNs. This
service facilitates users sharing photos, videos, and different kinds of media
with their friends. Regardless of the security and privacy issues associated
with content sharing, many users of OSNs still share their content.

The following researches have introduced approaches to handle the
information disclosure issues with content sharing such as CoPE, A3P, and
Lockr. Collaborative Privacy Management (CoPE) [12] is a tool that was
implemented within the Facebook Platform, to ensure the protection of
shared photos. It provides these features; photo notification, photo access
management, co-ownership request, and track viewing history of photos.
According to their research, users worried about their privacy. Furthermore,
Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction (A3P) [13], which uses the photo content
and metadata as indicators for configuring policy settings of photo-sharing
service. Lockr [14] is an application to improve privacy in different kinds of
OSNs for protecting the shared photos. On the one hand, it is access control
for content sharing in order to make the sharing process easy. On the other
hand, it isolated personal information on the delivery side from the sharing
side. And also, it was integrated with Flicker and BitTorrent for testing. But
one of its limitations as if the attacker is able to reveal the relationship key,
the information of friends will be compromised.

Squicciarini et al. [15] proposed a mechanism by using game theory for
collaborative privacy management on OSNs to share photos that may belong
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to many users. Their mechanism focused on the sharing decision, where the
decision will be made by all the owners of the photo.

These research studies focused mainly on supporting the user’s decision
to share content with respect to security and privacy protection. In contrast,
our mechanism addressed usability and privacy together.

In order to study the privacy issues which are related to content sharing,
Ahern et al. [16] examined privacy preferences of online photo sharing by
using mobiles. In this study, they focused on using Flicker as OSN for
sharing photos, camera phone as a device to capture photos, and ZoneTag
as software to capture and upload photos to Flicker. Also, they concentrated
on studying these privacy considerations: security, social disclosure, identity,
and convenience. Lipford and Besmer [8] examined privacy mechanisms that
were associated with photo sharing and photo tagging. Additionally, they
developed an application that was integrated with the Facebook platform to
validate their findings. This application includes some design improvements
in this context.

Li [17] stated that photo content and recipient influence photo pri-
vacy on OSNs. Such and Criado [18] surveyed the multiparty privacy
approaches on OSNs such as manual approaches, auction-based approaches,
and aggregation-based approaches. This study focuses on the utilized multi-
party privacy approaches for managing privacy preferences of shared content.
A set of limitations of emerging multiparty privacy policies with the OSNs
platforms are reported. In addition, they outlined the main requirements for
designing usable multiparty privacy on OSNs.

In this paper, the authors have focused on assisting individuals to express
simple privacy settings. Our mechanism provides users an effective tool to
control the sharing of their photos and restrict their photos redistribution by
their friends without their permission.

2.2 Visualization of Security and Privacy

In the human-computer interaction (HCI) field, there are many visualization
techniques. Basically, these techniques are utilized to represent different
kinds of data, and there are a lot of works in this direction. Our direction is
how the visualization can be employed to build security and privacy policies.
To our knowledge, according to the investigation process of previous research
works, the authors found little research that attempted to invest the benefits
of visualization for supporting security and privacy policies. AudienceView
[19] is an interface for managing privacy settings based on the audience. In
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addition, it provided the user with visual feedback and audience in order to
understand and specify privacy settings. Moreover, they discovered there is a
usability problem with existing security and privacy setting on Facebook.

In addition, there is a popular situation in OSNs; Bob is a friend of Alice
and Alice is a friend of Chad. Bob wants to share a piece of his information
with Alice, and Bob wants to know how Chad sees his profile in which range.
Perhaps Chad could see Bobs’ information. This situation may be considered
as a privacy dilemma. So, there is an approach investigated this problem
by proposing the Reflective Policy Assessment (RPA) [20, 21], which is a
visualization tool for analyzing and assessing the control access policy of
users in OSNs; this tool assists users to understand implications of their
access control policy. They found that users analyzed their policies more
accurately with RPA than without it.

To explore the role of visualization in OSNs, there are some visualization
techniques that have been utilized for the analysis of social networks such
as [22]. The Prisimos Interface [23] has been used to visualize the changes
in policy settings and show the result of policy analysis. Furthermore, visu-
alization has played an effective role in navigation and exploring large-scale
social networks such as Vizster [24]. Furthermore, Expandable Grid [25] is
an interactive visualization technique for representing security policies in dif-
ferent contexts. It was more usable than list-of-rules policies and effective for
a large list of rules. Furthermore, Lipford et al. [7] conducted a comparison
study between AudienceView and Expandable Grids in OSNs. On the one
hand, both of them are useful. On the other hand, AudienceView was slower
than and gave users more confidence than Expandable Grids.

Cardea [26] is a visual privacy protection mechanism for taking and
sharing photos on OSNs. This mechanism was developed based on four con-
text elements, including scene, location, hand gesture, and others’ presences.
The utility of the mechanism is limited to the users’ willingness to respect
others’ privacy preferences. Also, there is an uncertainty of the mechanism
applicability in OSNs arena.

Yu et al., [27] proposed an approach that recommends fine-grained
privacy preferences for sharing photos on OSNs depending on user trust-
worthiness and content sensitiveness. The findings of the evaluation of the
proposed approach show a low correlation between photo privacy and photo
content representation.

Li [17] proposed a social relation impression-management scheme
(SRIM) for photo sharing on OSNs. This scheme generates automatically
a privacy management policy for group photos. To verify the idea of the
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proposed scheme, a prototype was developed based on the distance between
users’ faces, the face-detection results, and photo metadata. The authors can
report that the study has two drawbacks: the number of participants is limited
to 33 and the participants’ behavior through the simulated study may not be
similar to their behavior on real OSNs. The effectiveness of the proposed
scheme needs more investigation.

To sum up, control and feedback are significant principles for designing
privacy [28–32]. Therefore, the authors can express that VPMP attempt to
provide the following features; viewing policy decisions, policy visualization,
changing policy decisions, representing composite values, using in the OSNs
context, scalability, and providing visual feedback.

3 Visual Privacy Management Policy (VPMP)

VPMP is a visual privacy management policy for photo sharing on online
social networking websites. VPMP provides users of OSNs the ability for
managing their privacy options when they use the photo-sharing features in
an effective manner. In the forthcoming subsections, the main components
and functionalities of VPMP are described in detail.

3.1 System Overview

Based on the user privacy preferences to share a photo with others, the
VPMP provides the user with visual feedback of the shared photo through a
social graph. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of VPMP for photo sharing
including a component that includes two modules (Social Graph Generator
and Privacy Policy Manager), and three data repositories (Photos, Friends
and Privacy Policy). The Photo repository contains the uploaded photos. The
Friends repository contains friends’ personal information and pictures. The
Privacy Policy repository stores the user’s privacy preferences for each shared
photo such as whom and when information.

The main purposes of both modules are illustrated as follows: The Social
Graph Generator is responsible for creating a social graph in order to view
all friends. The Privacy Policy Manager uploads the privacy policy for each
photo and forwards any changes of privacy preferences to the privacy policy
repository.

The Feedback Manager component provides the users with appropriate
visual feedback that helps them to understand the implications of their
preferences. The user interacts with all of these components through a user
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Figure 1 The architecture of Visual Privacy Management Policy (VPMP) for photo sharing.

interface, which makes the photo-sharing process easier and friendly for
users.

3.2 Basic Functionalities

The VPMP consists of two main areas; the first area, “Your Friends” shows
the friends list as social graph, each friend is represented as a node. The other
area, “Circles” enables the users to choose a specific functionality such as
share with, tagging and so forth. Basically, the user can configure his privacy
preferences through drag and drop a photo with a friend, list of friends, or
public audiences. The VPMP provides the user with visual feedback about
his preferences.

Moreover, the VPMP provides several functionalities, which allow users
to perform the following: (1) Choose one friend, a group of friends, a list
of friends, all friends, or everyone (public) to share a photo. (2) Share one
photo or more (album of photos) at a time. (3) Determine the period of time
for sharing the photos with others. (4) Identify who is able to tag the shared
photo. (5) Identify who is able to add the location and time of photo taking.
(6) Determine who is able to redistribute the shared photo. Also, (7) VPMP
provides the user with adequate visual feedback about his action. Moreover,
the owner of photo can configure privacy settings at the moment of photo
sharing. This makes the photo owner is confident and feels the shared photos
are protected.
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The VPMP provides immediately the user with visual feedback. For
example, the user determines the photo or album of photos that will be shared
with others. The photo is dragged to the central circle and linked to six other
circles (share with, when, who can tag, who can redistribute, who can set
the time, and who can set the location). Each circle represents a specific
functionality, which helps the user to determine a specific privacy preference
of the shared photo. For example, the user allows a friend or list of friends
to tag the shared photo by clicking the circle “who tags”. Moreover, VPMP
provides zooming techniques and names of lists of friends to facilitate the
navigation of friends if a large number of friends.

Algorithm:

Technically, the elements associated with the generated social graph are
friends, actions, and relationships. So, let G = (V, E, T, F) denoted an
undirected graph. (V, E, F) along with a function T: E → N, where;

V is the vertices or nodes set, where vi represents a friend in a set of
friends (v1, v2,. . . , vn).
E is the edges or links set, where ei represents the set of relationships
(e1, e2,. . . , em).
F is a list of friends groups (f1, f2,. . . , fk), where fi represents a group of
friends such as family, work, . . . etc.
T is the actions set, which identified as (t1: share with, t2: tag by, t3:
redistributed by, t4: set location, t5: set time, t6: shared time)

Furthermore, let P is the gallery of photos that to be shared with others,
where pi represents a photo in the photo gallery P = (p1, p2,. . . , pr)

Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the proposed algorithm. It illustrates the
steps of sharing photos on OSNs using VPMP as follow:

For each photo (pi) to be shared in P do

• Upload photos(P)
• Generate the social graph G;
• Let photos shared with a friend (vi) or a group of friends (fi)
• For each vi selected do

– Set pi visible to vi;
– Update PrivPreference (vi, pi, ei);
– For each selected action ti from the action list T do

Update ActionPreference (vi, pi, ei, ti);
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Figure 2 The flowchart of proposed algorithm.

• For each fi selected do

– Set pi visible to fi;
– Update PrivPreference (fi, pi, ei);
– For each selected action ti from the action list T do

Update ActionPreference (fi, pi, ei, ti);

• Visualize the privacy preferences associated with the selected photo (pi)

4 Evaluation

Our goal is to obtain users’ evaluation of the usability of VPMP. Also, the
authors aim to discover the role of visualization in developing security and
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privacy management policies. In particular, a user study was conducted to
examine the usability of VPMP and its impact on privacy awareness com-
paring with the standard user interface of photo-sharing feature on Facebook.
Therefore, this study was designed to answer the following questions:

• Compared to the Facebook user interface of photo sharing, is the user
interface of VPMP easy to use for sharing photos?

• Compared to the Facebook user interface of photo sharing, is the user
interface of VPMP useful for sharing photos?

• Compared to the Facebook user interface of photo sharing, are the users
more satisfied when they use the user interface of VPMP for sharing
photos?

• Compared to the Facebook user interface of photo sharing, does the user
interface of VPMP improve the user’s ability to understand the privacy
implications associated with the shared photo?

4.1 Measurement Details

Shackel and Richardson [33] defined three dimensions of the technology
acceptability as follow utility, usability, and likeability. Utility refers to how
the system functionalities meet the user’s needs, while usability refers to how
the users can use the system easily and effectively. Likeability refers to how
the users feel the system is convenient. Additionally, privacy concerns refer
to how privacy settings support the protection of personal information.

In order to measure VPMP utility, the authors use perceived usefulness.
Also, the authors measure VPMP usability through the perceived ease to
use. Specifically, the authors evaluate the effectiveness of VPMP, in terms
of usability and perceived privacy, through five measures; intention to use
(IU), perceived usefulness (PU), ease to use (EU), user satisfaction (US), and
privacy concerns (PC). The validity and reliability of the measurements have
already established [34]. Also, the questionnaire items were modified and
rephrased for clarity and relevance for the domain of study. Finally, 17 mod-
ified questionnaire items have been utilized to examine the measurements in
the context of OSNs. Furthermore, demographic questions include different
measurement scales.

To verify the stability of the study instrument, the Cronbach alpha test
has been utilized to measure the internal consistency of resolution question
items. As shown in Table 1, 0.858 is the obtained value of the total instrument
for collecting the participants’ responses regarding the usability and privacy
associated with the VPMP. This value is very good for administrative and
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Table 1 Summary of stability of measures using Alpha Cronbach
Alpha Cronbach

Measure No. of Question Items Facebook VPMP
Intension to Use (IU) 3 0.912 0.741

Perceived Usefulness (PU) 4 0.699 0.821

Ease to Use (EU) 3 0.872 0.712

User Satisfaction (US) 3 0.849 0.759

Privacy Concerns (PC) 4 0.850 0.727

Overall Tool 17 0.926 0.858

human research. Also, the authors measure the internal consistency of the
five study variables IU, PU, EU, US, and PC, the values of Cronbach alpha
were 0.741, 0.821, 0.712, 0.759, and 0.727 respectively. All these values are
acceptable for approving these variables and related questions in this study.
In comparison to the findings that have been obtained for the same tool that
has been utilized to collect the participants’ responses in the evaluation of
the photo-sharing service on Facebook. The authors found that the value of
Cronbach alpha for the instrument is 0.926, which is excellent for human
research. In addition, the values of Cronbach alpha for PU, IU, EU, US,
and PC are from 0.669 to 0.912, respectively. And also, these values are
considered acceptable in order to adopt these variables and their related
question items as an effective tool in this study.

4.2 Participants and Procedure

It is essential to make sure that the used concepts in VPMP are understandable
and useful for users of OSNs. Therefore, the authors provided a short intro-
duction about how can the participants use VPMP? The authors asked the
participants to perform ten tasks by using VPMP. In each task, the participant
uploads a photo then determines the privacy settings for sharing this photo
with a friend or a group of friends and obtains the appropriate feedback.
After performing the tasks, the participants are provided a questionnaire
with questions to inquire about the experience gained from VPMP. These
questions are rated on the five-point Likert scale, where 1=strongly disagree,
2=disagree, 3=neutral, 4=agree and 5=strongly agree. Then, the participants
perform the same tasks through the user interface of Facebook. And also, the
participants use the same questionnaire with the same questions that reflect
their experience with photo sharing on Facebook.
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To examine the effectiveness of VPMP, a total of 341 participants were
involved in the user study. The questionnaire asked the participants to answer
the questions regarding their experiences of using VPMP and Facebook for
sharing photos. In order to ensure fairness, no reward was provided to the
participants for their participation. Out of a total of 341 responses collected
during the running of our user study, 11 deficient responses were dropped.
The rest number of participants was 330 resulting in a response rate of
96.77%. The participants were divided into two groups (165 participants
for each group). The first group of participants was given the VPMP and
associated tasks and the assigned evaluation survey. Also, the second group
of participants was given the list of tasks to perform on Facebook and
the assigned evaluation survey. Table 2 illustrates the characteristics of the
participants.

The results clearly illustrate the fact that the majority of participants share
two photos or less on Facebook every day. Only 12.4% of participants share
three photos or more on Facebook every day. Figure 3 shows the percentage
of participants based on their ages; 59.1% of participants’ ages are between

Table 2 Participants’ characteristics
Gender Male 142 43%

Female 188 57%

Age 20 or under 77 23.3%

21–30 195 59.1%

31–40 38 11.5%

41 and above 20 6.1%

Employment Not employed 232 70.3%

Part-time 37 11.2%

Full-time 61 18.5%

Marital status Single 240 72.7%

Married 80 24.3%

Other 10 3%

Usage of the online social networks (Facebook)

Frequency of using Facebook 5 hours and less/week 100 30.3%

6–10 hours/week 91 27.6%

11–15 hours/week 60 18.2%

More than 15 hours/week 79 23.9%

Number of Photos shared 2 photos or less/day 289 87.6%

3 to 10 photos/day 34 10.3%

More than 10 photos/day 7 2.1%
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Figure 3 Percentage of participants based on age distribution.

Figure 4 Percentage of participants based on the frequency of using Facebook every week.

21 to 30 years. Compared with the latest statistics on the distribution of
Facebook users [35], the authors find that the distribution of participants
in terms of age is harmonious with these statistics. Figure 4 outlines the
percentage of average weekly time spent by the participants on Facebook;
about 57.9% of the participants spent 10 hours or less weekly on Facebook.
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These findings are in harmony with somewhat Statistics relating to the daily
use of Facebook users [36]. Of the 330 participants, 70.3% and 72.7% of
them are not employed and single, respectively. It an expected percentage
since most of the participants in the study are students. This diversity in
demographics characteristics of the study participants supports the findings
that the authors obtained.

4.3 Findings

In this section, the authors demonstrate the findings of the evaluation process
of the photo-sharing service on Facebook and VPMP. Table 3 presents the
summary of means, standard deviations, and average ranks for each question
item and overall of the usability and privacy measures; Intention to Use,
Perceived Usefulness, Ease to Use, User Satisfaction, and Privacy Concerns.
The usability and privacy measures are discussed in detail as follow:

4.3.1 Intention to Use (IU)
The participants are asked to rate various aspects in the IU category for
both Facebook and VPMP on a 5-point Likert scale from 1–5, where 1
is “disagree” and 5 is “strongly agree”. Table 3 shows the mean, standard
deviation, and average rank for the participants’ responses specifying aspects
in the IU category. The means of participants’ responses of IU1, IU2, and IU3
of VPMP are very close to the means of IU1, IU2, and IU3 of photo-sharing
service on Facebook. The noticeable result is that the overall average rank of
IU3 of VPMP is 4 (agree) where the photo-sharing service on Facebook is 3
(neutral). In addition, the authors found that the variance in the participants’
responses based on the standard deviation of the VPMP is slightly less than
the photo-sharing service on Facebook. This indicates the participants are
willing to use VPMP more than Facebook for sharing photos. The overall
mean (2.99) of participants’ responses in terms of IU for the VPMP is higher
than the mean (2.63) of the photo-sharing service on Facebook while the
standard deviation was the opposite.

Interestingly, the overall average rank of IU for both Facebook and
VPMP is 3 (neutral). Figure 5 compares visually between the photo-sharing
service on Facebook and VPMP in terms of the IU. In fact, the participants
reported higher positive rates for IU1, IU2, and IU3 of VPMP than the photo-
sharing service on Facebook. About 34% of the respondents rated the overall
intention to use of VPMP agree and above while 23% of the respondents
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Figure 5 Percentage of “Intention to Use” question items for both Facebook and VPMP.

Figure 6 Percentage of “Perceived Usefulness” question items for both Facebook and
VPMP.

rated the intention of use of the photo-sharing service on Facebook agree and
above.

4.4 Perceived Usefulness (PU)

As the participants mentioned in the survey, all of them are Facebook users.
Also, the participants have a good experience of using Facebook features.
Referring to Table 3, all question items of the PU category for Facebook
obtained a higher rate comparing to the VPMP. Also, the overall PU1, PU2,
PU3, and PU4 of the photo-sharing service on Facebook were ranked 4
(agree) while the overall rank of PU1, PU2, and PU3 of VPMP were 4 (agree).
Furthermore, the authors found differences among the standard deviations of
the PU1, PU2, PU3, and PU4 of photo sharing for both Facebook (0.91, 0.85,
1.00, and 1.09) and VPMP (0.93, 0.90, 0.90, and 0.88).
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Figure 7 Percentage of “Ease to Use” question items for both Facebook and VPMP.

4.5 Ease to Use (EU)

The ease to use category was rated by surveyed participants for both Face-
book and VPMP on a 5-point Likert scale from 1–5, where 1 is disagree
and 5 is strongly agree. Table 3 demonstrates the mean, standard deviation,
and average rank of responses for the aspects of the EU category. The
findings show that there is a similarity among the means of participants’
responses of EU1, EU2, and EU3 for both the VPMP and the photo-sharing
service on Facebook. The noteworthy result is that the overall average rank
of EU is 4 (agree) for both the VPMP and the photo sharing service on
Facebook. Furthermore, the standard deviation of the participants’ responses
of the VPMP is slightly less than the photo-sharing service on Facebook.
This means the participants are more interested in using VPMP rather than
Facebook for sharing photos. Although the overall standard deviation of
participants’ responses of the VPMP (0.84) is less than the overall standard
deviation of participants’ responses of the photo-sharing service of Facebook
(1.00), the overall average rank of the EU category for both of them is 4
(agree). Figure 7 compares visually between the photo sharing service on
Facebook and VPMP in terms of EU. In fact, the participants reported higher
positive rates for EU1, EU2, and EU3 of VPMP than the photo sharing service
on Facebook. About 60% of the respondents rated the overall ease to use of
VPMP agree and above while 61% of the respondents rated the ease to use
of the photo sharing service on Facebook agree and above. This is a shred of
evidence that the VPMP is easy to use for Facebook’s users.

4.6 User Satisfaction (US)

In Table 3, the findings outline the participants’ opinions for the user satis-
faction aspects of the photo sharing using the Facebook and VPMP. Even
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Figure 8 Percentage of “User Satisfaction” question items for both Facebook and VPMP.

though the means of the participants’ responses of the US aspects of the
VPMP were slightly greater than the photo-sharing service on Facebook, the
participants are more satisfied with the photo-sharing service on Facebook
than VPMP. Interestingly, the authors found that the overall average rank for
the photo-sharing service on Facebook is 4 (agree) and VPMP is 3(neutral).

Figure 8 compares visually between the photo sharing service on Face-
book and VPMP in terms of US. Indeed, the participants stated higher
positive rates for US1, US2, and US3 of VPMP than the photo-sharing service
on Facebook. In addition, 36.7% of the respondents rated 4 (agree) and 5
(strongly agree) the user satisfaction of sharing their photos on VPMP while
38.1% of the respondents rated the user satisfaction aspects of the photo-
sharing service on Facebook 4 (agree) and above. As shown in Table 3, the
variances, in terms of standard deviation, in the participants’ responses for
the US question items (US1, US2, and US3) of VPMP are less than the
photo-sharing service on Facebook.

4.7 Privacy Concerns (PC)

Referring to Table 3, all question items of the PC category for VPMP
obtained a higher rate comparing to the Facebook. The PC category aspects
associated with PC1, PC2, and PC3 of the photo-sharing service on Facebook
were rated 2 (disagree) and PC4 was rated 3 (neutral). Interestingly, the
participants expressed that the overall PC1, PC2, PC3, and PC4 of VPMP
were rated 3 (neutral). This highlights the fact is that the participants were
most concerned about privacy even though they use Facebook frequently.
Furthermore, the authors found differences among the standard deviations
of the PU1, PU2, PU3, and PU4 of photo sharing for both Facebook (0.99,
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Figure 9 Percentage of “Privacy Concerns” question items for both Facebook and VPMP.

1.03, 1.01, and 1.02) and VPMP (0.75, 0.83, 0.78, and 0.73). Figure 9 shows
the percentage of privacy concerns category and its associated questions
for both Facebook and VPMP. When considering the participants’ concerns
about the privacy concerns of Facebook and VPMP, the findings highlighted
that 24.1% of participants rated the overall PU of the photo-sharing service
on Facebook 4 (agree) and above. Although the privacy concerns of VPMP
attained only 32.1% of the same rate, it can be considered significant because
this relatively low rate might be attributed to the fact that 46.5% of the
participants responded by 3 (neutral). To sum up, the findings revealed that
the participants felt that the privacy of their photos is more protected with
VPMP.

5 Discussion

The findings of the conducted user study are derived from a fair range of
respondents with a variety of backgrounds in terms of age, employment,
marital status, and gender. Also, the respondents have utilized the photo-
sharing service on Facebook frequently. This is evident in the obtained
demographics were in harmony with the announced statistics of the demo-
graphics of Facebook users. In this study, the authors have identified the
intension to use, ease to use, perceived usefulness, and user satisfaction as
effective measures of usability in the photo-sharing field on social networking
sites. These measures are commonly taken into consideration by the designers
of OSN features. In order to answer the formulated questions, the authors
analyze the usability findings with respect to privacy protection.
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• Compared to the Facebook user interface of photo sharing, is the
user interface of VPMP ease to use for sharing photos?

Intrinsically, the user interfaces of OSN features have to be designed
to meet user expectations, in terms of ease to use requirements, without
compromising the privacy of personal information. The evaluation process
clearly states that both VPMP and the user interface of photo-sharing service
on Facebook have are ease to use. The findings show that 85% of participants
rated the user interfaces of both VPMP and Facebook 3 (neutral) and above
in terms of ease to use aspects. In addition, all of the participants have
previous experience of the OSNs. Therefore, this encourages the users of
OSNs to engage the services provided to keep in touch with their friends and
families. To sum up, the participants’ preferences show there is no significant
difference between the two user interfaces. As a result, this endorses our
positive answer to the above question. Therefore, the authors are able to state
that the user interface of VPMP is easy to use compared to the user interface
of the photo-sharing service on Facebook.

• Compared to the Facebook user interface of photo sharing, is the
user interface of VPMP useful for sharing photos?

Perceived usefulness is an effective measure of the usability of GUIs.
The plethora of participants expressed that the user interface of the photo-
sharing service on Facebook is more useful than the user interface of VPMP.
These results were not surprised because all the participants are familiar with
Facebook and its features. Even so, these findings along with the considerable
proportion having previous experience with Facebook manifested that there
is a desire to use VPMP to share their photos with others. Of the participants,
75% rated the overall usefulness of the user interface of VPMP 3 and above.
Therefore, the obtained result is acceptable to inform that the VPMP is
useful to share photos on ONSs compared to the user interface of the photo
sharing service on Facebook. In order to be able to conceptualize the users’
expectations in terms of perceived usefulness aspects, there is a need to affix
some design improvements to the user interface of VPMP.

• Compared to the Facebook user interface of photo sharing, are the
users more satisfied when they use the user interface of VPMP for
sharing photos?

In response to the above question, the user satisfaction measure was
surveyed to obtain the participants’ responses. The findings of this study
show that the participants were satisfied with the user interface of VPMP
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where 77% of participants rated it 3 and above. Similarly, the user interface
of the photo-sharing service on Facebook was satisfied by the participants
even though the privacy leakage introduced. The findings highlighted the
importance of considering user satisfaction as an effective measure of the
obtained usability. Therefore, the authors can summarize that both user
interfaces met the satisfaction of the participants.

• Compared to the Facebook user interface of photo sharing, does the
user interface of VPMP improve the user’s ability to understand the
privacy implications associated with the shared photo?

The proposed solution attempts to balance between usability and privacy
protection. VPMP has some improvements on the user interface to help
OSNs users understand the implications associated with the sharing of photos
through visual feedback. In addition, the user study focused on four privacy
concerns; Trust, Confidence level, Privacy implications, and Content protec-
tion. Each of them was measured through a question item in the survey that
has been utilized in the user study. The findings of the user study reinforce
that the users of OSNs are concerned with the privacy of the photos they share
with others. The findings of our study show that 78.5% of the participants
rated the VPMP 3 and above while 54.9% of the participants rated the user
interface of the photo-sharing service on Facebook 3 and above. The obtained
result shows that the participants were more comfortable and safe to share
their photos with VPMP. To support that the authors found that 85% of
participants agree and strongly agree with the statement “VPMP provides
effective visual feedback that informs me the privacy implications of the
photo I shared”. Therefore, the obtained findings are acceptable to inform
that the VPMP improves the users’ understanding of the privacy implications
associated with their shared photos on ONSs compared to the user interface of
the photo-sharing service on Facebook. The survey also demonstrate that the
participants want to continue using the photo sharing features on OSNs and
at the same time be safe to maintain the privacy of their personal information
including their photos.

6 Limitations and Future Work

In this paper, the participants were able to share photos with a limited number
of friends with VPMP while they can share their photos with a large possible
number of friends and their family members in real OSNs. Our future work
focuses on enhancing the effectiveness of VPMP to aid the users of OSNs to
share their photos with a larger number of friends. Another limitation is that
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our evaluation study was limited to Facebook users. Therefore, the authors
plan to conduct comparative studies with other photo-sharing features offered
by other OSNs.

Moreover, some personal information might be revealed intentionally
or accidentally from the information found in comments associated with a
photo. The comments associated with shared photos were not addressed in
our mechanism. Therefore, further exploration is indispensable for deter-
mining the extensibility of VPMP to address comments associated with a
photo.

In the future, the authors plan to examine various feedback mechanisms
to improve the usability of VPMP and improve the understanding of privacy
implications associated with the shared photos. Moreover, the authors plan to
extend the exploration studies to investigate the effect of cultural backgrounds
on the behavior of the users of ONSs when they share their photos with others.
This may affect the obtained findings.

7 Conclusions

The main objective of this paper is to propose VPMP, which a usable solution
for protecting the privacy of shared photos on OSNs. In order to evaluate the
effectiveness of VPMP in photo sharing, the authors conducted a comparative
study between VPMP and the user interface of photo-sharing service on
Facebook in terms of usability and privacy. The authors used five usability
and privacy categories to perform the study; intention to use, usefulness, ease
to use, user satisfaction, and privacy concerns.

The two photo-sharing techniques were compared, in detail, based on
the usability and privacy aspects defined above, and the differences among
them were summarized and discussed. A survey was designed to obtain users’
perceptions about the various above-defined aspects and improve the users’
understanding of how these aspects address the usability and privacy issues
in photo-sharing features on OSNs. The findings of the conducted study
obviously showed that the usability measures are not significantly different
between the two techniques while the privacy measures show slight differ-
ences between them. Nevertheless, the existing photo-sharing mechanisms
on OSNs must be designed attentively ensuring various usability and privacy
aspects.
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